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Michael Stuckert vs Noah Allen  

Liu, Vincent
RFD

The possible places I can vote negative:

UGW: I ultimately don't know why this is good or is better, it seems to be some side idea that you half halfheartedly go
for.

Spending: Marginal tax rates solve

Alaska 75k: Did some research, this is clearly false, Michael's numbers are correct.

I vote aff because a UBI can pay for itself and increase education, reduce poverty and increase jobs as proven by the
multiple statistics provided by the aff.

Raschke, Cameron
RFD

oral rfd

Jatin Presse vs Hunter Tran  

Georges, Joseph
RFD

aff wasnt sufficiently extended in the 1ar - can't vote on the offense

UGW solves and even if it doesn't, welfare works today.

also super expensive

Dixon, Zion
RFD

Not enough extension in the 1AR. I buy that ugw solves aff impacts and welfare solves poverty better than ubi.

Lucas Walker vs Anish Buddolla  

Shi, Hannah
RFD

I end up voting aff bc I think lucas is winning the poverty/automation contention. Really the only argument the 2nr really
sits on against this is that Alaska isn't representative of the US but I think Lucas makes more warranted arguments why
this isn't true (ie it's a part of the US, and has the same governing bodies etc). The new arguments against that about
population size is new so I don't evaluate

I also think this would be an easier aff ballot had you extended that this round doesn't care about the implementation of
the UBI only to see if it's an objectively moral thing, bc then the negative arguments abt why ubi is too expensive goes
away
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HErrera, David
RFD

i vote on the automation advantage - there is a lot of work done here, and lucas does a good job explaining how even if
alaska isnt representative of the US, it should still be evaluated since the UGW hasnt happened before. i also dont see
enough offense at all in the 2N.
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